Need Vertical Integration? We’re All Over It.

An ISO 9001, AS9100 and ITAR registered company, Dynomax is a leader in value-added engineering and high-precision machining, injection molding and tooling. Our customers include some of the largest names in the aerospace, defense, transportation, energy and medical industries.

Dynomax’s turnkey solutions give you simplified logistics, reduced costs, and superior quality components. With over 25 years of experience, we have a broad range of capabilities centered on technological advancement.

- From small parts zero to 30 inches, to large parts up to 23 feet.
- From aluminum and stainless steel, to titanium and exotic metal alloys.
- From raw material to finished product and assembled components.
- From engineering support and prototypes, to custom-kitted, dock-to-stock solutions.

Enhance your competitive edge. Choose Dynomax.

DYNOMAX KNOWS AEROSPACE & DEFENSE!